**Excellent Value**

- Same parts that came on the vehicle from the factory
- Permanently lubricated bearings for long life and quiet operation
- Space and weight efficient
- Quietly and efficiently moves air needed for heat, ventilation and air conditioning
- Application specific for easy installation

**Tested for Long Life and Quiet Operation**

- Tested to ensure quiet operation at a variety of temperature/humidity conditions
- EMC testing ensures compatibility with other vehicle electrical systems
- Key life testing simulates 10 year/150,000 mile service life and subjects the motor to a variety of tests including:
  - High speed durability

**Application specific**

- For quicker installations
- Always a proper fit

**Quiet**

- Tested to ensure years of quiet operation
- Will not interfere with other in-vehicle electrical systems

**Robust**

- Strong, yet weight efficient components
- Subjected to durability tests to ensure long life

**Right Part. Priced Right.**

Limited labor costs. See seller for warranty details.